
The CQB in a Box is a set of 3, portable, life-sized reactive target system designed for tactical entry and 
dynamic room clearing as well as active shooter simulation training. Versatile enough to be used by an 
individual or any sized team. The system can be spread out throughout a room or building and can be set 
up to simulate shoot/no-shoot targets.

The CQB in a Box comes with a set of 3 targets that can be quickly and easily adjusted for various target 
heights and angles depending on your individual training needs.

Each target comes with 3 reactive hit zones, with focus on head, torso, and pelvic girdle shots. Each hit zone 
can be made larger or smaller with provided shoot zone cards to test and improve precision and accuracy. 

The CQB includes a wireless controller to allow the user to start and stop the drill from afar.

The CQB comes in two different versions: 

 � Programable version: The user can wirelessly connect the targets to a windows computer and pro-
gram each of the targets, building unique drills for any force-on-force situation. 

 � Preset version: 6 preset programs controlled via wireless controller:

Stand alone with timer / All target on / Green light running between the targets / Green light running 
is duble speed / Two shots on each target to kill it (Double tap) / Shoot - No shoot training with red 
and green light. 

The CQB comes in a specially designed carry case that allows for total mobility between different locations. 
Designed to be set up in any training rooms, academies or simulated business/urban environments, this 
system is easy to use and is powered by common AAA batteries (Included).

Established in 2009, Laser Ammo is the worldwide leader in laser base firearms training. With R&D in Israel, and sales office both in 
the USA and Europe, our users include military, Law Enforcement, firearms trainers, competitive and recreational shooters alike. Our 
product philosophy is: affordable, high quality products, that will allow any level of shooter to train anytime anywhere!
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PORTABLE HUMANOID SIZE REACTIVE TARGET 
SYSTEM FOR ROOM CLEARING / ACTIVE SHOOTING 
SIMULATION TRAINING For Law enforcment, security 
companies and house of worship

CQB ADVANTAGES 

 � Full size targets
 � Immediate light & sound feedback
 � Portable – with dedicated carry case
 � Physical controller that allows remote start & stop.
 � Proprietary software to program the reactive targets according to scenarios.
 � Easy & fast installation
 � Indoor & (shaded) outdoor training
 � Will work with all laser ammo lasers – red & IR Each Package includes: 

 � 3 Humanoid size targets
 � 9 Reactive targets 
 � 1 System controller
 � 3 Sets of 3 reflective targets 

for head, torso and pelvis.
 � Tool set  
 � Carrying case

Available as: SKU MSRP

CQB-3 - V1 (Preset Version) SKU: CQB-3 (Programable version) $2,400

Product video Product video
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